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DUAL AND PRIMAL MIXED PETROV-GALERKIN FINITE 
ELEMENT METHODS IN HEAT TRANSFER PROBLEMS 

ABIMAEL F. D. LOULA 
ELSON MAGALHÃES TOLEDO 

Laboratório Nacional de Computação Científica - LNCC/CNPq 

ABSTRACT 
New mixed finite element formulations for the steady state heat transfer problem are 

presented with no limitation in the choice of conforming finite element spaces. Adding least 
square residual forms of the governing equations to the classical Galerkin formulation the 
original saddle point problem is transformed into a minimisation problem. Stability analysis, 
error estimates and numerical results are presented, confirming the error estimates and the 
good performance of this new formulation. 

fi£SJ2MQ 
Apresenta-se neste trabalho, para o problema de transferência de calor estacionárío, 

uma nova formulação mista de elementos finitos sem limitação na escolha dos espaços de 
conformes de aproximação. Adicionando-se formas residuais das equações do problema à 
formulação chíssica de Galerkin, o problema original de ponto de sela se transforma num 
problema de minimização. Apresemtam-se a análise de estabilidade, estimativas de erro e 
alguns resultados numéricos que confirmam essas estimativas de erro e o bom desempenho 
da nova formulação. 



INTRODÜCTIOxV 

Constructing finite element approximations for the classical heat transfer equation 
presents no difficulty, in general. It can be formulated as a minimization problem in which 
any conforming finite element method is normally convergent with optimal rates. In this 
formulation the flux can only be calculated as derivative of the temperature field. To im
prove the flux approximation we can consider temperature and flux as independent variables 
generating a saddle point problem. Two alternative formulations axe usually presented: the 
primal mixed formulation with temperature in E1 and flux in {L7)2, and the dual mixed 
formulation with temperature in I? and flux in ff(div), as firet proposed by Raviart and 
Thomas [l]. In both formulations we are limited in the choice of the finite element spaces, 
which must satisfy a compatibility condition known as LBB condition [2,3]. In this paper, 
following the methodology introduced in [4], we derive new mixed finite element formulations 
for the heat transfer problem in temperature and flux with less and even no limitation in the 
choice of the finite element spaces. We show that by consistently adding least square residual 
forms of the governing equations we can transform the originei saddle-point problem into a 
minimization problem. 

CLASSICAL MIXED FORMULATIONS 

Lei 0 be a bounded subset of R7 with smooth boundary I\ Let L7(0) he the Hubert, 
space of square integrable scalar valued functions defined on ft, with inner product 

{f,g) = JfgM v/^eJ^ft), 

and associated norm ||/||0 » (Z,/)1'2. Let Hm(Q) be the Hubert space of order m, 

JHfl) = (/ e tf («); Va, M < m, d*f e i'(ft)}, 

with the usual inner product 

(/,*)« = £ fpffTgdíl U9€Hm(Sl), 
MS"» n 

norm ||/|Jm = (/, f)U* and seminorm |/|m = (0"»/, Ô"»/)1'3. Let V denote the subspace of 
Hl(il) of functions with zero values on the boundary, i.e., V s H£(fl) = {/ 6 Ml(Q), f = 0 
on r}. We also need to define the product space U — L7(Sl)2 with norm 

Nl* = (q,q)1/J, 

and the subspace if(div) = {q € U, divq € I'(fl)} with norm 

ltoll|f(div) ~ {(«»«) + (div^divq)}1'1. 

The Primal Mixed Formulation. The steady state heat transfer problem we consider here 
consists in: For a given heat source f find the heat flux p : fl -* R7 and the temperature 
H : 0 —• R, satisfying 

divp + f = 0 and p = tfVu in fl, 
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subjected f o Dij-ichkí bou-rlury condition tt(r) = 0 on T, with the conductivity tensor A" 
being symmetric and positive definite. Of course, more general boundary conditions can be 
considered. Admitting f <= H~l(Q), p ç í ^ and r* Ç V, using EeBinger-Reissner Principle we 
can et at 2 OUT model problem as 

Problem M: Find (p, xt)€Ü x V, such that 

«(p,q)+%,*) = o v^t f , 

&(P,v) + /(v) = 0 Y v € V , 

with c(p, q) = (üf -1p : q), fc(l»v) - _(*lt Vv) and /(v) = (f,v). We can prove that Prob
lem M is equivalent to find tlra saddle-point (p,uj € Í7 x V of the following lagrangian 

ü(Q,v)=|a(q,Q) + f.(Q»v) + /(v) Vqetf W e K . 

An analysis of this class of mixed methods can be performed using Brezzi's theorem [3] which, 
in addition to continuity of the bilinear forms a(-, •) and 6(-, •), and the linear functional /(•), 
requires the following hypotheses to demonstrate existence and uniqueness of solution: 
(Kl)-(E-eilipticity of a : U x U —* R): There exists a constant a > 0 such that 

c ( « , Q ) > « W Vq€£=:{<ietf,&(q,ir) = O V v € n 

(H2)-(The LBB condition): There exists a constant fl > 0 such that 

qev trailer 

Thece hypotheses are obviously verified by the bilinear forms a(-, •) and &(•,')• Therefore we 
have guaranteed existence and uniqueness of solution for Problem M in U x V, In fact, 
hypothesis (Hi) is fulfilled in a stronge* sense: The bilinear form a(-, •), as defined before, is 
not only ^-elliptic but also ^-elliptic, i.e., there exists a constant or > 0, such that 

a(q,q)>«||q|fc VqÇU. (1) 

This fact has a beneficial effect in constructing stable finite element approximations for Prob
lem M, as we «how next. For simplicity we admit that H is a polygonal domain diseretized 
by a uniform mesh of Ne element? such that 

Nt Ne 

e*l e=l 

where fte denotes the interior of the e-th element, and (íe its closure. Throughout, h = 
max Ac, demotes the mesh parameter and he is the diameter of element e. Let <5 (̂*í) be the 
space of C"1 piecewise polynomial finite element interpolation of degree /, and Sj(il) be the 
space of C° piccewise polynomial finite element interpolations of degree k, in a single variable 
for quadrilateral elements oi: in all variable for triangular elements. In other words Q'h and 
S£(ft) are standard isoparametric finite element spaces of order / and It, respectively. For 
retangular elements 
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and 
Sftíl) = {v* € HlÇl), vi € A,*(ne)}. 

where ^ and v£ ara the restrictions of 4f>h and V* to element e, and P;.j (QK) is the sat of 
polynomials defined on fte, with degree less or equal i and j in *i and aj, respectively. For 
triangular elements 

^à(«) = { ^ € l 9 ( í l ) , ^ € i í ( í í e ) } 

and 

si(n) = K€F l(n),vS€^(ne)} 
where Pj{tle) is the set of polynomials defined on fi', with degree less or equal j in 212}. 
We recall the following interpolation properties of the finite element spaces 5j(ft) and Ql

h, 
whose proofs con be found in Ciarlet [5]. 

Theorem 1. For any v 6 Hm(Q) and ^ € Hn(Q) there exist constants Cj and Cj and 
projections v* € <S*(ft) and ^* € Ç*à such that 

Hv-nllo + AIIVv-Vv^lo^CiA^lvU! , l < m < i , (2) 

II* - Alio + W - V&Ho < C '̂+M^U+i, 0 < n < I. (3) 

Galerlcin finite element approximation for Problem M in the product space £/j[ x V£ = 
(<&)*xs*,is 

Problem Mfc: Find (Pà.Qh) € V'h x 7 / , such that 

«(P*iq*)+*(<!*» n*) 5 5 0 Vq*€i/{, 

ft(p*,vft)+/(v»)«o w»en*-
1 J prove existence and uniqueness of solution for Problem M, we need to verify the satis
faction of discrete versions of (Hi) and (H2). In our case (Hi) is automatically verified due to 
Eq. (1) and the fact that we adopt a conforming finite element space, U\QU. The discrete 
version of (H2), 
(fT2)jk-(Discrete LBB condition): There exists a constant flh > 0 such that 

imposes a compatibility condition between Uj^ and V£: Not any choice of Ul and V£ satisfies 
(H2)k. But for Problem Mh it is quite easy to obtain combinations of Uh and V* capable 
to fulfill this condition. For example for I > k, hypothesis (H2)K is trivially verified, since 
with this choice we can always choose q* = qk = —Vvfe € U'h, for any v* € Vjf, such that 

BUP "im— - "aza— Vv*i)v »v» 6 vh, 

and (H2)h follows immediately from Poincaré inequality. Once hypotheses (Hl)h and {H2)h 

are verified, we can use Brezzi's theorem [3] on the approximate problem to derive the fol
lowing estimate for (p*,n*) 

IIP -Ph\\u + | |u-u»||v < C(||p-qh\\v + | | o - v*||v) 
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Vq*€ül V v k € # , (4) 

which shows that the error in thp flux jlp — Pfc||y cud the error in the temperature jja — 
Ufcjlv are coupled. Therefore, concerning to convergence «rates, it does not heip to increase 
the order of the finite element interpolation for the flux independently of the order of the 
interpolation need for the temperature, and vice versa. For example, taking I = k, a good 
choice from computational point of view, from (4) and using clafioic&i results of the finite 
element interpolation theory we have the following error estimates: 

({a - nh ||o + *|jVa - Vuft |}0 < C/i*+1, ffp - p*||o < Ck*. 

The same rate» of convergence we obtained with the classical kinematic formulation. Note in 
addition that even with l> k these estimates are preserved. For / < fc we may have problems 
with the satisfaction of the discrete LBB condition with /?* independent of n, except for 
I = k - 1 and trianjalar elements. Conclusion: This type of mixed methods tends to 
work like the correspondent kinematic model. 
The Dual Mixed Formulation. We now suppose that / € i2(fi), p € #(div) and n € L7(Cl), 
and restate Problem M*: Find (p,n) G if(div) x £3(R) such that 

o(p,q) + ^(q,«) = 0 Vq€J5f(div), 

>*(P.v) + /(v) = 0 W€I 2 ( Í Í ) , 

with a(-, •) nnd /(•) as defined before but in JÜT(div) and -L2(íl), respectively, and 

6*(q,v) = (divq,y) VqG//(div) Vv€ i* (« ) . 

In this dual formulation continuity of a(«, •), &*(>, •) and /(•) are preserved in if (div) and 
L*(tt). The LBD condition for v is also verified, but the ellipticity of u^, •) in if(div)-norrü 
is restricted to the subspace of self equilibrated flux B = E(0), i.e., 
(jff l)*-(E-ellipticity of a : U x U - • R): There exists a constant a > 0 such that 

(i/2)»-(The LBB condition): There exists a constant 0 > 0 such that 

q6ir(div) HllUjsi<div> 

Hypothesis (Hi)* is immediate, since by definition we have E s {q € //(div), divq = 0}. 
Hypotheses (H2)', the LBB condition, is proved by solving the auxiliary problem. For each 
v € # ( 0 ) And <̂ v e #0(ft) such that divVtfw =s v. Therefore, qv = V^v e ii(div) with 

* ( * . • ) - H B *°d INvil^div, <Cr||v||0. (6) 

The LBB condition then follows from Eq.(5). To approximate Problem M* we consider 
Raviart-Thomas spaces W* x M\ of order *, where M\ C La(fl) is identical to Ç j ~ \ and 

WÜ m {qh e ff(div), qj € P*,t-i (fl
e) X Fk-,.*(«")} 
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for retangular elements, or 

Wt = {qft € J?(div), <£ € P*-i(fte) x rVt(iT) + xi>fc-i(Q
e)} 

for triangular elements. These finite element spaces have the following interpolation property 
whose proof can be found in Raviart and Thomas [l] or in Roberts and Thomas [6]. 

Theorem 2: There exists a constant C and one projection q* € Wjf such that 

||q - Quilo < CftTO|q|m Vq € (/r»(ft))M < m < h, (C) 

HMq-qOlloSCA^divql.r. Vq€(ÍT ,(0))2 with 

divq€fTm(n), 0 < r o < * . (7) 

Galerldn approximation of Problem M* in these spacee is 
Problem AC: Find (pk,nk) € W{ x Jijf each that 

a(pfc,qk) + o*(qfc,afc) = 0 Vq^Wtf, 

f(p*,v fc) + /(vA) = 0 VYHCMÍ. 

Raviart-Thomas spaces are constructed such that for all v* € M* there exists q* € W* with 
divq* = Vft, and vice versa. Consequently B* = {q* € Kr*, o*(q*,v*) = 0 Vv* € Af£} is 
contained in £7. Therefore, with this finite element spaces the discrete version of hypotheses 
(xTl)' and (H2)* are verified, i.e., 
(Hl)l-(Eh-eHipticity of o : Wjf X Wjf -• £): There exist ah > 0 such that 

aia*»*!*)^»*!!*!»!!^^) V<lfc€^»» 

(i72)^-(The discrete LBB condition): There exists a constant fa > 0 such that 

sup f ( y > V f c ) >/yv*Ho, Vv f c 6M*. 

Since the discrete hypotheses (^l)J and {H2)*h are verified we can apply Brezzi's theorem 
to prove existence and uniqueness of solution for Problem AfjJ and to derive the following 
estimate 

UP - p4i/(div) +1!» - Ofcllo < C(IIP - q*llir(div) + IN - v*llo) 
va*ewtf Vv,,€Mf, 

which combined v/ith Eq.(6) and Eq.(7) leads to the a priori error estimates 

||n - nA||0 < Chk, Up - P/kH^div) < Chh, 

valid for solutions (p,u) sufficiently regular, that is p € (// l(0))a with divp € Hk{U) and 
n € //*(fl). We note that this dual formulation improves the rate of convergence of the flux 
approximation compared to the primal mixed formulation. However, the opposite happens 
to the approximation of the temperature. 
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PETROV-GAIERKIN FORMULATIONS 

Let Ul
k be any conforming finite element sabsp&ce of J7(div). In particular t/* can be 

a subspace of (£T1(iI))*. We know that for / € £*(ft) and SI regular, the solution (p,u) of 
Problem M is in fT(div) x HQ(ÍÍ). Therefore, the following question comes out naturally: 
Why don't we look for approximate solution of this problem in finite element subspaccs of 
U — ZT(div) and V - Hl(ii) ? Because the Galerkin unite element approximation may be 
unstable in this subspaces. To overcome thiB limitation -we consider the following dual mixed 
Petrov-Galerfcin approximation of Problem M in the finite element spaces U% C H(div) 
wAVl

k C 2^(11). 
Problem PG*t: Find (p*,nA) € Djf x Vj, such that 

^((p fc,«à), (qfc, vfc)) + ^((qfc, và)) - 0 V(q», v4) € V» x V*, 

where 
<<4«((PAi nk), (qjk, v*)) = a(pk,a>) + (divp*. v») + (divq*. uh) 

+í1(dívpJk, divqA) + Í J C K ^ P Í - VnA} q* - KVvh) f 

Fi((q*,vk)) = f(rh) + ffi(/,divq»). 

We note that Problem PG\ is equivalent to the following minimization problem: Find 
(p,u) € VI x V̂  such that 

•WPfc.u») <•£(<!*.•») V ( q â , n ) € ü f x ' ^ i 

with 
•£(q*>Vfc) - 2ilí((<l*»^).(qfc»Vk)) + i;í((qfc,v*)). 

Analysis of Problem PG*6 is immediute since we have: 
1. Consistency: The exact solution, (p,n) e /T(div) x #£ (ft), of Problem M also verifies 
Problem PG*6, that is 

^((P,«),(q*,VA)) + / ,
<((q» fn))«0V(qJ k ,v>)ef4* xQ>h, (8) 

since Problem PGJ is based on residual forms of the governing equations. 

2. Continuity of 4J(-, ) : i ^ x K x l 7 x V - » i i : There exist a constant M < oo, such that 

^((P,*),(q,v)) < AflKp.uJIlaxvlKq.vJllüxv 

V ( p , n ) , ( q , v ) € r / x V , (9) 

with 
IK^vJU^v^JIqll^a^ + llvllH Vq€tf Vv€K. (10) 

3. I f x VjJ-Ellipticity of 4J: There exists a constant ah > 0, independent of A, such that 

4j((qA,VA)f (<!*,•*)) £ «*ll(q*.n)||2rxV 
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vfo.nlcittxfg. (ii) 

As a consequence of Eqs.(8)-(11) we have the following result on existence uniqueness and 
error estimates for Problem PG\. 

Theorem 3: For any choice of U£ x V̂  c fT(div) x S1^) Problem PGJ has a unique 
solution (pk,Ufc) €UJl xVl such that 

ll(p - p*. ™ - »fc)llux v < t/-HI(p - q».» - nJllv x v 

V ( q » , T i ) € l í x l S . (12) 

Proof: Existence and uniqueness follow immediately from Lax lemma and Eqs.(S) and (11). 
Eq.(12) is just the expression of Cea's lemma in the product space Cf * x VjJ. Admiting kstl, 
V£ = Sk

K and Ul - {Slf or V\ = Wjf from Theorem 3, and considering Eqe.(2j and (G): 

for sufficiently regular exact solution (p,u) we derive the estimates: 

II» - u*||o+«||Vn - Vm||o < ch»1, ||p - p.fl,(<&0 < chk. 

With this new formulation we have improved the rate of convergence for the flux approxima
tion without compromising the rate of convergence for the temperature. 

Alternatively, we can also consider the following primal mixed Petrov-Galerkin approxi
mation of Problem M in the finite element spaces £/£ and V£k — S£ n Hi {9.). 

Problem PGS: Find (p*,u*) EPjJxV^, such that 
1 

^((Pft,«*),(q*,v»)) + ^((q»,vfc)) = 0 V{q>,vh)€U}l x I&, 

with 
-Aá((p/k,n»),(q*, vfc)) = oipik.q*) - (p», Vv*) - (q*, Vufc) 

+ii(divp».diva») + 62{K'lVh - Vn»,q» - KVvk). 

NUMERICAL RESULTS 

To confirm the rates of convergence predicted in the analysis we consider a simple problem 
with known exact solution, consisting in solving Problem M, with K — /, in a unit square 
region 0 = [0,1] x [0,1], subjected to a heat source / = sin txsm icy. In this case the exact 
solution is n = 1/2*3 sin KX sin *y, pi = 1/2* cos x* sin zy, Pal/2x sin vz cosxy. 

f 
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Fig. 1. Primal mixed Galerkin Formulation. 

A .6 
logOte) 

Fig. 2. Dual mixed Petrov-Galerkm Formulation. 
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In the unite element analysis we adopted uniform meshes with 3,4,16 and 64 equal-order 
bilinear elements (k — I — 1) associated with the primal mixed formulation with discontinu
ous flux interpolation (Problem Mh) and the dual mixed Petrov-Galerkin formulation with 
continuous flux interpolation ( Problem PG\)- In Figure 1 we plot the logarithm of the 
number of elements versus the logarithm of the Z/3-norm of the error of the finite dement 
approximations: p&, divp&, Vp&, u& and Vujt. This study confirma the predicted rates 
of convergence for u&, Vu& and p* (in this case p* = Vu*). No convergence is obtained 
in the Ls-norm for divp;, or Vp&. In Figure 2 we present the same type of graphic for the 
dual mixed Petrov-Galerkin formulation with continuous flux interpolation, with 6\ = 0.1 
and (2 — 1-0- Note the remarkable improvement in the flux approximation: Not only pfc but 
also divpfc and Vp& converge in the £2-norm. 

ÇÇ-NCLUSIQN? 

Adding to the classical mixed Galerkin formulations least-squares of the governing equa
tions of the heat transfer problem we transformed saddle-point problems into minimization 
problems with no restriction in the choice of the finite element space for temperature and heat 
flux. With these formulations we improve the rate of convergence for the hect flux v/ithout 
compromising the rate of convergence for the temperature. Numerical results confirm the 
error estimates and the good performance of the new formulation. 
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